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Abstract 
In this paper, we restrict the Vassiliev invariants of order at most n to a twist sequence. And 
we study the dimension of the space of them and the topological information that the Vassiliev 
invariants give on a twist sequence. 
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1. Introduction 
A new family of knot invariants was defined by Vassiliev [ 181, and Birman and Lin [ 131 
succeeded in giving an axiomatic description for Vassiliev invariants. Vassiliev invariants 
are at least as powerful as all quantum group invariants of knots and the set of all Vassiliev 
invariants of order less than or equal to n forms a vector space, which is denoted by V,. 
Only in the case that the order is small, the dimensions and the bases are known. 
Some classical invariants are not Vassiliev invariants. To show this fact and to study 
uniform limits of Vassiliev invariants, Trapp [ 171 defined a twist sequence {Ki}, which is 
a sequence of knots that differ only by a full twist of two strings. In [ 171, Trapp showed 
that the restriction of a Vassiliev invariant of order n. to any twist sequence {K,} is a 
polynomial function of degree at most n in i and the space of all Vassiliev invariants on 
{K,} of order at most 71, VT, 1 IK, 1, has dimension at most n + 1, which is also obtained 
by Dean [4]. 
Moreover Trapp obtained that when a twist sequence {Ki} is a sequence of (2,2i + l)- 
torus knots, the dimension of V,llK,j is exactly 72 and determined the topological infor- 
mation that Vassiliev invariants give on {K,}. 
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There are two cases for twist sequences according to an orientation of two strings as is 
shown in Fig. 1. In this paper, we study the dimension of V, 1 (K, 1 for any twist sequence 
by using an n-similarity of knots and show the following theorems. 
Theorem A. For a twist sequence {K,[} w h ere two strings have parallel orientation, 
either 
(i) dim(V,,/(KXI) = n Cfor ull n > 2) or 
(ii) there exists an integer k 3 3, such that 
dim(VnI{Kt}) = 
n for n 6 k, 
n + 1 for n > k. 
In the case (i) in Theorem A, the topological information that Vassiliev invariants 
give on {K,} is obtained from the invariants of order 2 and order 3. A sequence of 
(2,2i + I)-torus knots is an example of the case (i) and we have an example that for any 
integer Ic > 3 the case (ii) occurs. 
Theorem B. For a twist sequence {K,} wzose two strings are oriented against each I 
othel; there exists an integer k 3 1 such that 
dimw,l{K>) ,;+, _k ‘fovn>k. { 
for n, < k, 
In the case that Ic = 1 and equality holds in Theorem B, the Icth derivatives (k < n,) 
of the Jones polynomial of {Ki} evaluated at 1 can be taken to be the bases. And we 
also indicate an example that for any Ic 3 1 the equality holds in Theorem B. 
2. Vassiliev invariants and twist sequences 
Whenever we have a numerical invariant of knots, we can define an invariant of 
knotted graphs via the Vassiliev skein relation: 
7/(Ko) = v(K+) - v(K), (2.1) 
where a knotted graph denotes an image of an immersion of a circle in R” whose 
only singularities are transversal double points and where KD, K+ and K_ denote the 
diagrams of knotted graphs which are identical except near one point as is shown in Fig. 2. 
An invariant u is called a Vussiliev invariant oj’order n and is denoted by v,, if n 
is the smallest integer such that v vanishes on knotted graphs with more than n double 
points. The [j]-conj?gurution which a knotted graph with n double points respects is the 
n, pairs of points that are identified to double points and we use a chord-diagram to 
respect it, that is an oriented circle with n disjoint arcs joining the paired points [l-3]. 
In [3], Birman and Lin showed that after a suitable change of variables, each coefficient 
in the Taylor expansion of Jones, HOMFLY and Kauffman polynomials is a Vassiliev 
invariant of some order. From this, in the case of the Jones polynomial, JK(~), we see 
that the nth derivative of JK (t) evaluated at 1, J(‘“) K (1) is a Vassiliev invariant of order n>. 
Moreover Vassiliev invariants include all of the quantum group invariants [2,3,10]. 
The set of all Vassiliev invariants of order less than or equal to n is a vector space, 
which is denoted by V,,. There is a filtration 
v, c vi c vz c . v,, c 
in the entire space of Vassiliev invariants. Each V,, is finite-dimensional, V,(K) = VI (K) 
consists of a constant map, and &(K)/V] (K) .’ IS a one-dimensional vector space, 
whose basis is the second coefficient of the Conway polynomial, Q(K) [18]. The 
dimensions for small n are calculated by Bar-Natan and Stanford (cf. [1,2]>: For 
n, = l? 2,3,4,5,6,7,X, 9, dim V7L/V7L-~ = 0, 1, 1,3,4,9, 14,28,44, respectively. In this 
paper, we use &‘( 1) (= -6az(K)) and J!)(l) as the bases for K/K and vq/V,, 
respectively. 
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Fig. 2. 
To consider the problem whether or not a numerical invariant is a Vassiliev invariant 
of order n for some n E W, Trapp [ 171 used the twist-sequence method. 
Definition 2.1 [ 171. A sequence of knots or knotted graphs {Ki} is a mist sequence, 
if {Ki} are identical outside the two string tangle where consecutive knots or knotted 
graphs differ by a full twist. 
And to consider a Vassiliev invariant for {Iii}, Trapp defined the difference sequence 
of {Ki}. 
Definition 2.2 [ 171. The d(ference sequence {AK,} of a twist sequence {K,} is the 
sequence of knotted graphs where AK, is obtained from K,+i by collapsing a crossing 
in full twists to a double point. Moreover considered inductively, the jth difference 
sequence {AjKc,} is the difference sequence of {A”-‘K,}. 
The sequence {AJK2.} has local tangles in Fig. 3, and consecutive knotted graphs with 
j double points differ by a full twist. We can define twist sequences which are infinite in 
both directions and there are two cases for twist sequences according to an orientation 
of two strings, as is already shown in Fig. I. 
Now we consider a Vassiliev invariant for {K,} and its difference sequence. Since the 
Vassiliev skein relation implies that 
v,,(AKz) = u,,(&+I) -r,,,(K) = Avn(K) 
an d 
x(AJ&) = v,,(A”-‘IG+,) - ,v,,(A.7-‘&3, 
And given a sequence of numbers {a,}, by Newton’s formula ui is given by the following: 
ai = 
If {Ajao} (j > ,n) vanishes, a, = c:“, (:)AJao. Therefore, 
un.(Ki) = 2 “, A.“nu7,(Ko), 
(> j=o 3 
and Theorem 2.3 is obtained. 
(2.2) 
Theorem 2.3 [4,15,17]. The restrictiorl of a Vussiliev invariant of order n to any twist 
sequence { KL} is a polynomial jiinctim of degree at most n in i, that is, dim( V,, 1 {K, l) < 
n+ 1. 
J : even 
x x 1 x j . . . . . 
‘I s 4 . . . . ..a. 9 / I 7 1
,j :odd 
Moreover Trapp showed that if {I<,} is the sequence of (2,2i + I)-torus knots, then 
dim(K,I{KtiI) = rz and the topological information that Vassiliev invariants give on 
{Ki} is obtained f rom vz and ~3. Theorem 2.3 is extended to more general cases by 
Stanford [ 1.51. 
3. wsimilar (trivial) diagrams for knots, knotted graphs and tangles 
In this section we explain the notion ‘%trivial”, which was defined by the author [ 121 
and generalized to “n-similar” by Taniyama [ 161. Recently, the same notion is defined 
and studied by Gusarov [S]. 
To explain their main property, we prepare some notations. Let K be a knot and D(K) 
a diagram of K. And let C be the set of crossing points in D(K) and n a positive integer. 
BY A = {AI, A2,...,-4,,}, we denote a collection of n-pairwise disjoint, nonempty 
subsets of C. Let dj,,j,,, .,3,,L denote the subset {A3,, A,?, . , A],,} c d. The property 
is the following: 
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There is a jixed knot type L such that the diugrum which is obtained from D(K) 
by switching the crossings in A,, ,32S,..,3,,, is u diagrum of L, for every nonempty, not 
necessarily proper subset A,, r32,,.,,3,n of A. 
We say that K is n-similar to L if there exists a diagram D(K) of K and a collection 
A of subsets of its crossings satisfying this property. When L is a trivial knot, we say 
that K is n-trivial. In [12,14] it was shown that there are many examples of n-trivial 
knots. This definition can bc extended to knotted graphs with the same configuration 
or tangles whose arcs input and output at the same points. For example, the tangle in 
Fig. 4(a) is 3-similar to (b). 
In an earlier paper [ 131, the author calculated the Vassiliev invariant of order m for 
a knot which is n-similar to L. Let K be a knot that is n-similar to L and D(K) a 
diagram of K with the collection of crossing points {Al, AZ,. . , A,,} which gives an 
n-similarity. Let Ai = {cil, ci2, , c,,(,)} and E,~ the sign of caj defined as in Fig. 5. 
BY 
2 . . . n 
> i2 . . . i,, ’ 
2 
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we denote the knotted graph which is obtained from K by switching the crossings 
at Cl,) Cl2!. . , Cl?,-I, CZI, c22, ” , c~~~-I : , C,I , cTL2, , c,,~,_I and collapsing cross- 
ing points to double points at cll,, Q,. , cTaz,,. 
Lemma 3.1 [ 131. If a knot K is n-similar to a knot L, then the Vassiliev invariant of 
order m of K has the following form: 
We note that Lemma 3.1 holds for knotted graphs with the same configuration 
4. Proof of Theorem A 
As stated in Section 2, the nth derivative of the Jones polynomial evaluated at 1 is 
a Vassiliev invariant of order n. First, we calculate the Jones polynomial for a twist 
sequence {Ki} whose two strings have the parallel orientation. 
The Jones polynomial JL(~) [6] IS an invariant of the isotopy type of an oriented knot 
or link, which is defined by the following formulas: 
Jr,(t) = 1; 
t-%,+(t) -U_(t) = (t”2 - t-“2)J~r,(t), 
where U is the unknot and L+, L_ and Lo are three links that are identical except near 
one point where they are as in Fig. 6. 
We calculate JK,(~) by using the above formula at a crossing in i full twists, then 
t-%,+,(t) - UK,(t) = (C2 -t-“‘)&,+,,:(t), 
where K,+ I p is the link which has 2i + 1 half twists. Similarily, 
t-9&) - UK,_,(t) = (C2 ~ t-“2)JK,_,,$) 
and 
t-‘JK %+,,?(t) - tJK,-,,*(t) 
\ 
/ \ 
L+ 
(t’/2 - t-“2)JK* (t). 
Fig. 6. 
Then we have 
JK,,, (t) - (t? + t)JK, (t) + PJK,_, (t) = 0 
By considering inductively, 
JK,+,(~) - t’JK,(t) = t’+‘J,q,(t) - t”+“J~_,(t) 
and 
JK.+, (t) - tJK,(t) = t’“+3&(t) - t”+‘$-_, (t). 
Therefore 
p+2 _ ti 
JK, (t) = f2 _ I JKo(t) - 
t’“f3 _ t2+3 
t’- I 
JK, (t). 
Let 
pa+2 _ fi p+3 _ p+? 
f(t) = t2 _ I ’ and .9(t) = ’ TV ~ 1 
1 
and now we calculate the second derivative evaluated at 1, Jg,( 1). 
G,(l) = f”(l)JKo(f) +24’(0&,(1) + f(l)&(1) 
- {g”(l)JK-, (I) + 2g’(1)Jk_, (l) + .9(l)J$_, (1)). 
For any knot K, JR(~) = I, &(I) = 0 and f(1) = 1: + 1, g(1) = i, f”(l) -g”(l) = 
-3i2 - 3i. Then we obtain that J$, (1) is a polynomial function of degree 2 in i. 
In the same way, the third derivative evaluated at I can be calculated. 
J/ll(l)=f(‘)(l)~~~~(l)+ 3f”‘(l)J&(l) i3f’(l)J&(l) +.f(1)J$(1) 
- {g’3’(1)JK_,(l) + 39”(l)J&_,(l) + 39’(l)J$_,(l) +,9(1)$,(l)}. 
From f(l) = i+1,9(1) = i, f’(l) = g’(1) = 2i2+2i, f’“)(1)-9’3)(1) = -12i’-9i2+3i 
and from JK(,(~) = JK_,(~) = 1, J&o(l) = J;_,(l) = 0, it follows that J:!(l) is a 
polynomial function of degree 3 in 1.. 
Since J;(l) E VI, J;‘(l) E V3 and J;,(l) and $!(I) are independent in VT~~K~>, 
we have that V211Ki) has dimension 2 and V3 1 {K,) has dimension 3. 
For VkIIK,j where k is more than 3, we use the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1 [ 1,3,1,18]. !f vu7, and vrl are Vassiliev invariants for knots or links of orders 
p and q respectively then the product 71~ u9 is a V&i&v invariant of order less than 
or equal to p + q. 
For an integer k, we choose nonnegative integers p and q such that k = 2p + 3q and 
consider {J$(l)}n {Jg)(l)}‘f as a Vassiliev invariant of order less than or equal to 
2p + 3q = k. When we restrict { Js (l)}n { J$‘( l)}q on a twist sequence {K,}, it is a 
polynomial function of degree 2p + 3q = k in i. Consequently, we have a new invariant 
for each I; 3 4 which is a Vassiliev invariant of order k and is independent from those 
of order less than k and dim(Vk((K,>) > k. 
If the case occurs that when we restrict the Vassiliev invariants of order Ic + I on {Ki} 
for some /C + 1, WC have more than one new independent invariants, by Theorem 2.3 and 
the above argument, we have exactly two new invariants and dim(V,,I{K,)) = n, + 1 (for 
71 3 k + 1) and dim(V,IlK,)) = n, (for n < k:). This is the case of Theorem A(ii). And 
if the case occurs that we have only one new invariant that is argued above in ?&\{K,) 
for any /C 2 4, we have Theorem A(i) and the topological information that Vassiliev 
invariants give on {K,} is obtained from only u2 and us. A sequence of (2,2i + I)-torus 
knots is an example of the latter cast. 
In next examples, we show that for any k: 3 3 the case of Theorem A(ii) occurs. 
Examples. For a twist sequence {K,}, the knot K, is decomposed into two tangles S 
and T,, as is shown in Fig. 7, which is denoted by K, = S + Ti. 
We prepare the following tangle Sk in Fig. 8 that is k-trivial and let Sk + T, = K,“. 
For the twist sequence {Kf}, we calculate the Vassiliev invariant of order 12, IJ~~, of a 
knotted graph AK!, By Ue, we mean the knotted graph with l double points depicted 
in Fig. 9, then AK”, is k-similar to Ut. 
From Lemma 3. I, we have 
,~&=k‘l) =%(U,)+ c E,~,E~~> ...Ekiku, 
1 <i, <n(.l) 
j=l7 >->..., k 
where we use the same notation in Lemma 3.1. Since 
has k: + 1 double points, it follows that 
s 
Fig. 7 
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Then 
vn(AK;) = ~~~(Kli,) (71, 6 k). 
Therefore we cannot distinguish K,!j and K_, li by the Vassiliev invariants of order less 
than or equal to lc, and here k is more than or equal to three, then Jg,: (I) = JE,., (1) 
and 5’s!(l) = J$kj(l). 
5: 
On the other hand, the Jones polynomial of ICt and K”, are the following forms: 
&k(t) = (1 -t)“(1 +t-*)k+ (1 -t-‘)“(i+t-‘) + I. 
~K”,(t)=t2(1-l)k(l+t)k+l-2(1-t-‘)k(t+1-’)+I. 
Calculating the (k + I)th derivatives evaluated at 1, 
$$?‘(l) = 2k(k + 1)!{(-2)k-’ - 1). 
@l”(l) = 2k(k + l)!{(-2)“_’ - l} + {(-2)“+’ - 4}(k + I)!. 
Then for any k 3 3 
Jg]+“( 1) # J$!‘( 1) 
Since $+“(l) IS a Vassiliev invariant of order k + 1 and distinguish Kt and K!, , 
when we restrict Vk+l on {Kf} we have two independent invariants .$[” (1) and 
{J;~(l!l”{Jl(‘i;il)P where p and q are nonnegative integers and 2p + 3q = k + 1. 
Therefore {K”} is an example of Theorem A(ii). 
5. Proof of Theorem B 
In this case we also decompose a knot Ki into two tangles S’ and T, as is shown in 
Fig. 10, which is denoted by Ki = S’ + T,. Any tangle is l-trivial and if the tangle S’ 
is k-trivial, K, is k-trivial and the knotted graph AeKo is k-similar to U,. 
When the tangle S’ is k-trivial, by Lemma 3.1 we have for any ! = 1,2, , R 
AeKO 
1 2 . k 
i[ i2 . ik 
has ! + k double points, if e + JC 3 n + 1, 
1 
i, 
And since q,(Up) = 0, then if n < k: 
qL(AeKO) = 0 (e = 1,2,. ,n), 
and if n > k: 
21?,, ( A”K~) = 0 (e = n,n- l,...,n-k+ 1) 
Fig. 10. 
From (2.2), it follows that if 7% < k, 11,, (K,) is constant map and if n. > k, 71,~ (Kj) is a 
polynomial function of degree at most 71, - k: in i. Therefore we have Theorem B. 
From now we show that there exists an cxamplc the equality holds in Theorem B 
for any k 3 1. First, we calculate the Jones polynomial of K, and prove the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 5.1. Let {Ki} 0 e ~1 Gst sequence whose two strings we oriented against 
each other and let JK,)(~) and JK, (t) he the Jones polynomials of Ko and K1, respec- 
tively. ff Jade’ - $:!(I) = 0 (n < X:) and J!,+“(l) - $,“‘(I) # 0, then 
Jj;“‘(l) = Jj’(l) (T/ < k) ‘1 
(71) and when R > k, JK, (1) is a polynonlicll fknc.Cort of‘ degree ‘17, - k in i,. 
Proof. Let L bc a link depicted in Fig. I I. 
By the skein relation of the Jones polynomial, 
t-1 JK,+, (t) - tJl<, (t) = (t”? - f_“‘) J,(f) 
and 
t-’ JK, (t) - tJ,y_, (t) = (t”’ - t-l’* ) J,,(t). 
Then 
JICT +, (t) - (t’ + I) J,<, (t) + t’J/(,_, (t) = 0 
By calculating inductively, 
JK, / , (t) - JK,(t) = t’” (Jr<, (t) -- J&) 
an d 
<r,,+,(t) - t2J&t) = JK,(~) - t’J&). 
Fig. 11 
213 
From the above formulas, 
$1 _ t’ 
JK, (t) - t2_1 <r/~,,(t) 
= z{JK,(t) - &(t)} + JKo(t). 
Let f(t) = (t” - I)/(t’ - I) an d we calculate the nth derivative of JK, (t), 
J;;“(t) = 2 (;)f:Jqt){Jg:-i)(t) - <J&‘(t)} + Jp(t). 
3 =o 
Since $,‘(I) - &r)(l) = 0 (n < k) and $,+“(I) - $j+‘)(l) # 0, then when 
n. - j < k, that is, j > n - k:, 
,$-“)(I) - J&J)(I) = 0. 
Therefore 
<I:;“‘(l) = ‘“2’ (7) .i(“‘(l){Jj;-:-“(l) - Jj;:,-“(l)} + J&)(l). 
.j=O 
In the above formula, f(3) ( 1) is a polynomial function of degree j + I in i. Consequently, 
$:I( 1) is a polynomial function of degree n - Ic in i and this completes the proof of 
Proposition 5.1. 0 
Since the 71th derivative of the Jones polynomial evaluated at 1 is a Vassiliev invariant 
of order n. and by Proposition 5.1, a twist sequence {K,} where S is k-trivial and Kt 
and K. satisfy the condition of Proposition 5.1 is an example for any k: 3 I that the 
equality holds in Theorem B. 
Examples. First, we consider the case k = I. Let u2(N) be the second coefficient of 
the Conway polynomial of a knot I( and Ik(L) the linking number of a two component 
link L. For the knots Kt and KO and the link L in Fig. 11, the following formula 
holds [Xl. 
nz(K,) - n2(Ko) = Ik(L). 
And by Murakami [I I], for a knot K 
J;(l) = -b(K). 
Then if Ik(L) is nonzero, Jii, (I) # $,,( 1). S‘ once any tangle is 1 -trivial and Jk, (I) = 
,I&,, (1) = 0, $:‘( 1) is a polynomial function of degree n - 1 in i by Proposition 5.1, 
Therefore, 
dim(V,,IfKZ)) = n, (n 3 2). 
Any cases that lk(L) is nonzero are examples that k = 1 and the equality holds in 
Theorem B and we note that as a corollary of Theorem 4 in [ 161, the tangle S is l-trivial 
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Fig. 12. 
and not 2-trivial if and only lk(L) is nonzero. In this case the topolo*gical information 
that Vassiliev invariants give on {K,} IS obtained from only the Jones polynomial of 
For k: 3 2, we consider the sequence of {KF}, where K: = 5’; 
A’(, is shown in Fig. 12. 
The Jones polynomial of I(,k’ and Kf are the following forms: 
JK,$) = (1 -@(l +1-2)k + (1 -1-‘)“(t+t-‘) + 1. 
J@(t) = t2(1 - t)k(1 + 1-2)k + t2(1 - L-‘)k(t +t-‘) + 1. 
We can obtain the nth derivatives evaluated at 1: 
J@!(l) = $(l) 
K,” 
(n < Ic) 
and 
J;;‘)(l) = 21c(k + l)!{(-2)“-’ - I}, 
t T, and the tangle 
J$‘(l) = 2/$(/C + l)!{(-2)“-’ - 1} + 4(k: + l)!{ I - (-2)“-1). 
Since the tangle Sf, is k-trivial, by Proposition 5.1, {K,“} is an example for Ic 3 2 that 
the equality holds in Theorem B. 
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